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A

Introduction

Looking at the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE)
region from a human rights and security perspective, the year 2008 was clearly
overshadowed by the armed conflict between Georgia and the Russian Federation in August and the massive repercussions it has had on the human rights of
civilians caught up in the conflict zone. But a number of other events and developments, while perhaps not always equally dramatic, also affected the human
security situation in the region.
Starting with a brief explanatory note of the OSCE’s comprehensive concept
of security, this article focuses on some of the events as they developed in 2008
and discusses the involvement of the Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR), OSCE’s principal institution tasked with assisting participating states with implementing their commitments in the field of human rights
and democracy.
*

Jens-Hagen Eschenbächer is Spokesman of the OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights, Warsaw. Bernhard Knoll is Special Adviser to the ODIHR
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B

The OSCE’s Human Rights-Security Nexus

“We reaffirm that respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, democracy and the rule of law is at the core of the OSCE’s comprehensive concept of
security.” With the adoption of this declaration at the 1999 OSCE Summit in
1
Istanbul, Heads of State and Government reconfirmed what had become one of
the Organization’s most remarkable qualities: the recognition that there can be
no durable stability and security in the region without respect for human rights.
The nexus between human rights and security can be traced back to the 1975
Helsinki Final Act. The so-called Decalogue included in the Helsinki Final Act
mentions respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms as one of the
2
principles that should govern relations between states. This was the first time
that human rights were elevated in a regional security pact to the same level as
traditional principles of inter-state relations such as sovereignty or territorial integrity. Few, if any, could have predicted then that the ‘Helsinki momentum’
would spur on the efforts to build a new order in Europe following the end of the
Cold War confrontation.
Following the end of the Cold War, the OSCE participating states went even
further and agreed in concrete terms what they expected from each other with
regard to upholding their commitment to respect human rights. They have since
adopted an ever-growing catalogue of commitments related to what is referred to
in the OSCE framework as the “human dimension” of security. For example,
participating States have made clear that they consider the protection and promotion of human rights as “the first responsibility of government”, and democracy
3
as “the only system of government” suited to achieve this goal.
This was a novelty in international relations. Never before had so many diverse countries shared so many principles and values, and agreed to hold each
other mutually accountable to their commitments. In particular, no state would be
able to fend off criticism by invoking the principle of non-interference in internal
affairs. In Moscow in 1991, the participating states “categorically and irrevocably”
declared that the commitments undertaken in the field of the human dimension of
the OSCE are “matters of direct and legitimate concern to all participating States”
4
and “do not belong exclusively to the internal affairs of the State concerned”.
By intertwining respect for human rights with the development of security, cooperation, and intergovernmental relations, the OSCE established that a country
systematically violating the fundamental liberties of its own citizens could not be
internationally trusted, or, in other terms, that foreign policy has to be assessed
against the background of domestic policy. This model is based on political
commitments that are made effective through peer review and political account1
2
3
4
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ability, public scrutiny, and the assistance and advice of missions and institutions
such as the ODIHR set up specifically for this purpose.

C

Recent Standard-Setting Developments

The OSCE’s role as standard-setter in the field of human rights has somewhat
diminished over the past years, as reaching consensus among participating
states over new commitments has become increasingly difficult. Nevertheless,
the OSCE has broadened the scope of its human dimension standards by adopting new commitments aimed to, inter alia, counter hate crimes, intolerance and
discrimination, combat trafficking in human beings, and fight terrorism while
respecting human rights.
At the most recent meeting of the OSCE Ministerial Council, in Helsinki in December 2008, a number of important new commitments related to the human
dimension were adopted. Participating states agreed to increase their efforts to
5
integrate Roma and Sinti communities, with a special emphasis on education.
They also agreed to strengthen criminal justice responses to trafficking in human
6
beings through a comprehensive approach, and to step up their efforts to
7
strengthen the rule of law in a wide range of areas.
OSCE foreign ministers also reconfirmed some of the core principles of the
OSCE’s human dimension at the Helsinki Ministerial Council. This includes the
“inseparable connection” between ensuring respect for human rights and maintaining peace, justice, well-being for peoples and stability, as well as the principle
stipulating that the implementation of human dimension commitments is a matter
of direct and legitimate concern to all OSCE states and does not belong exclusively to the internal affairs of the state concerned. In addition, ministers explicitly
reaffirmed the promise “to ensure the full implementation of the OSCE human
dimension commitments”, and that “[a]ll OSCE commitments without exception
8
apply equally to each participating State”.

D

Major Challenges to Human Rights and Security in 2008

1

The August 2008 War between Georgia and the Russian
Federation

The armed conflict between Georgia and the Russian Federation was arguably
the event with the most severe repercussions on human security in the OSCE
area during 2008; it represented one of the most significant human rights break5
6
7
8
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downs since the beginning of this decade. Hundreds of civilians died as a result
of the conflict, over 130,000 people were forced to flee their homes, houses were
looted and set afire. The developments in Georgia showed how quickly unresolved,
so-called frozen conflicts can flare up, with devastating consequences for the
affected populations.
At the request of the Finnish OSCE Chairmanship, ODIHR, in co-operation
with the OSCE High Commission on National Minorities, sent a team of 16 experts to the region in October and November 2008 to assess the human rights
situation in the war-affected areas. The team’s report, prepared for the OSCE
Ministerial Council meeting in Helsinki on 4-5 December of that year, concluded
that “a number of serious human and minority rights concerns” remained in the
9
aftermath of the conflict.
The report highlighted the grave situation facing tens of thousands of persons
displaced by the conflict who have not yet been able to return to their former
places of residence, as well as the dire conditions facing persons who remained
in or have returned to homes and villages that were destroyed or heavily damaged during the conflict and its aftermath. Other concerns stressed in the report
include restrictions on movement, lack of access to justice, as well as dangers
from unexploded ordnance and instances of lawlessness.
It was clear, the report stressed, that the de facto authorities in South Ossetia
and Abkhazia, including Russian military authorities, had not taken steps to facilitate and ensure that displaced persons can return voluntarily to their former
places of residence in safety and dignity, in line with obligations under international standards. Moreover, new restrictions on crossing the administrative
boundaries were dividing families and creating economic and social hardships
for sizeable portions of the population.
While the report acknowledged that the government of Georgia had made efforts under difficult circumstances to meet the needs of a large population of
newly displaced persons, it stressed that many displaced persons were still living
in very difficult conditions and had not yet been provided with adequate assistance or shelter as winter approached. It also appeared that some displaced
persons had been pressured by Georgian authorities to return to their former
places of residence in the areas adjacent to South Ossetia before conditions
were in place to guarantee their security or an adequate standard of living, in
contravention of OSCE commitments and other international standards. Further,
in most instances, displaced persons have not been adequately consulted on
planning for their futures in regard to housing, rehabilitation, resettlement or
return, or adequately informed about government intentions on these or other
issues that affect them.
The report, which was widely quoted by ministers at the OSCE meeting in
Helsinki, also drew attention to the unreasonable restrictions that international
and national humanitarian organizations faced on their access to South Ossetia
and Abkhazia. In particular, the insistence by the de facto South Ossetian authorities that access to the territory had to pass through the Russian Federation
aggravated the situation of the local population and hampered the work of humanitarian organizations. The report noted that few, if any of those responsible

9
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for unlawful acts during the conflict had been held accountable or brought to
justice.
The report also included recommendations, foremost among them the need
for parties to the conflict to meet their OSCE and other human rights commitments and obligations, to restore freedom of movement and create conditions for
the voluntary return of displaced persons in safety and dignity, to provide adequately for the needs of the displaced until they can return, to investigate human
rights violations that occurred during the conflict and its aftermath and to hold
accountable the individuals responsible for human rights violations, and to begin
a process of promoting reconciliation and confidence-building as a step towards
a political solution to the conflict.

2

Post-Election Violence in Armenia

The violence that erupted in Armenia’s capital Yerevan following the 19 February
2008 presidential election represented another major challenge to human security during 2008, resulting in loss of life and countless injuries.
An ODIHR election observation mission monitored the election that preceded
the violence. In its final report, published in May 2008, the mission concluded
that while the election “mostly met OSCE commitments and international standards in the pre-election period and during voting hours, serious challenges to
some commitments did emerge, especially after election day.” According to the
report, this “displayed an insufficient regard for standards essential to democratic
elections and devalued the overall election process.” The mission pointed out
that the vote count demonstrated deficiencies of accountability and transparency,
10
and that complaints and appeals procedures were not fully effective.
Following the violence on 1 and 2 March 2009 and the declaration of a state
of emergency for the city of Yerevan, ODIHR extended its presence in Yerevan,
in consultation with the national authorities, to gather information on the human
rights situation, keep the OSCE Chairman-in-Office informed, and advise on
possible future activities. ODIHR identified a number of human rights concerns,
including violations of rights of those in detention centres under the Ministry of
Interior, specifically the presumption of innocence, the right to legal counsel, the
right of detainees to have access to the outside world, the right to communicate
and receive visits, the right of access to medical assistance and to one’s family,
the right to adequate time and facilities to prepare a defence, the right to humane
conditions of detention and freedom from torture, the right to trial within a reasonable time or to release from detention. It also raised concerns with national
authorities regarding the conduct of police and the dispersal of the protesters
without prior notice and including the use of excessive and disproportionate force
by police on 1 March 2008 that might have triggered ensuing violence.
Since early summer 2008, ODIHR has been monitoring the trials of protesters
arrested and charged in connection with the 1 March events. A report on the
findings of the trial monitors is expected for mid-2009.

10
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3

Anti-Roma Violence

The violent attacks against Roma settlements in Italy in May 2008 are another
example of a development within the OSCE region that had implications for human rights and security. A series of events – beginning with the killing of an
Italian woman in Rome allegedly by a Romanian Roma in November 2007 and
culminating in the burning down of a Roma settlement in Ponticelli (in the outskirts of Naples) in May 2008 at the hands of a local mob – made news headlines around the world and raised concerns among international organizations
and civil society. In response to what was widely portrayed in Italy as a public
security crisis caused by an allegedly growing influx of migrants, in particular of
Roma from Romania, the authorities declared a state of emergency in the regions of Campania, Lazio and Lombardia, and introduced a number of measures
to deal with the perceived crisis.
In response to the violence, as well as an upsurge in anti-Roma rhetorics and
the introduction of controversial security measures by the authorities, ODIHR
send a fact-finding mission to Italy, in co-ordination with the Italian government.
The mission, which also included representatives of the OSCE High Commissioner for National Minorities and the office of the Council of Europe High Commissioner for Human Rights, visited Roma settlements across Italy and met with
local and national authorities in July 2008. The mission studied the situation of
Roma and Sinti in Italy, including both Italian citizens and migrants. It assessed
the policies and measures undertaken by the authorities to address problems
faced by Roma and Sinti communities and made recommendations on how national, regional, and local authorities could more effectively protect the human
rights of Roma and Sinti and promote their integration.
In its report on the visit, the mission welcomed the stated aim of the authorities
to improve the living conditions of Roma and Sinti, and acknowledged steps taken
to bring measures, such as a census of camp populations, in line with international standards. However, the mission concluded that, on the whole, the measures
adopted by the authorities, starting with the declaration of a state of emergency,
were disproportionate in relation to the actual scale of the security threat related
to irregular immigration and the situation in the Roma and Sinti settlements. The
mission expressed concern that the measures taken, by in effect targeting one
particular community, namely the Roma or Sinti, along with often alarmist and
inflammatory reporting in the media and statements by well-known and influential
political figures, fuelled anti-Roma bias in the society at large and contributed to
the stigmatization of the Roma and Sinti community in Italy. The mission also
identified a number of other concerns, including with regard to the legal status of
many Roma and Sinti residing in Italy, access to health care and the de facto
11
residential segregation of Roma and Sinti in camps and settlements.
Instances of violence directed at Roma were also reported from other European countries, including a series of incidents in Hungary and the Czech Republic
in late 2008. While investigations were still underway at the time of writing, the
authorities in both countries appeared to have reacted swiftly and effectively to
the incidents.
11
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4

Elections in the OSCE Region

The importance of elections for human rights and security is undisputable. If held
in line with international standards, elections are vital expressions of the exercise
of key human rights and fundamental freedoms, they consign legitimacy to government, and they thus contribute to ensuring stability and security. The presence of international observers can have a conflict prevention role, as it enhances confidence in the electoral process and can point to weaknesses that
have the potential to result in tensions.
Two elections observed by ODIHR in 2008 were marred by violence: Arme12
nia’s presidential election and the parliamentary elections in the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, where numerous incidents of violence occurred in
the predominantly ethnic Albanian areas of the country, including shootings,
attacks on party offices and abductions. ODIHR observers concluded that the
election, although well-administered in most of the country, did, as a whole, “not
13
meet key OSCE commitments”.
The other elections observed by ODIHR in 2008 were largely free of violence.
However, the degree to which OSCE election commitments and other international standards were respected varied considerably, and several electoral processes failed to meet the standards set by the OSCE participating states in the
1990 Copenhagen Document.
At the 2008 Human Dimension Implementation Meeting, the OSCE’s annual
human rights conference, ODIHR identified the most common violations encountered by its observers. They include attempts to keep opposition candidates off
the ballot; unfair campaign conditions; inequitable access of candidates to the
media; lack of transparency and accountability during the vote count and tabulation; and challenges to universal and equal suffrage due to deficiencies in voter
registration. Also among the most common patterns of election-related shortcomings are violations of the secrecy of the vote; lack of separation between state
structures and political parties; election administrations that do not enjoy public
confidence; inadequate complaints and appeals procedures; and limited access
14
of domestic observers.
The March 2008 presidential election in the Russian Federation was the only
major electoral event during the year that was not observed by the OSCE. Citing
the imposition by the Russian authorities of “severe restrictions” on the composition and duration of the planned mission, which would have made a standard
long-term observation impossible, ODIHR said it was forced to cancel the de15
ployment of observers. This controversy reflected a broader disagreement
among participating states with regard to election observation. As the Finnish
OSCE Chairmanship pointed out in a report to the December 2008 Ministerial
Council, the majority of participating states recognize the election observation
methodology developed by ODIHR as a way to make an objective assessment of
12
13
14
15

See section C.2, supra.
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16
compliance with OSCE commitments. At the same time, the Russian Federation continued to press for changes to address what it perceived as a bias
against participating states located “east of Vienna”, or – in the words of Russian
Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov – as a “division of participating States into ‘first
17
and second class’ countries” with regard to election observation.
In a proposal tabled in 2007 together with a group of other CIS countries (Armenia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan), the Russian Federation had suggested limiting the number of observers to no more than
50 and placing each observation mission, including staffing and reporting, under
the direct supervision of the Permanent Council, the OSCE’s day-to-day deci18
sion-making body which operates on the basis of the consensus principle. An
OSCE meeting on election-related issues, organized by the OSCE Chairmanship
in July 2008 in Vienna, made clear, however, that no consensus had emerged on
these proposals. The member states of the European Union, for example,
stressed that OSCE election monitoring “draws its credibility from two indissolubly linked elements: the autonomy conferred on ODIHR by the participating
States, given that no one should be their own judge, and also the rigour and
19
professionalism of the Office’s methodology […].”

E

Conclusions

Security and human rights in the OSCE region were significantly challenged
during 2008. While the conflict in Georgia stuck out due to its enormous consequences for the affected population, other developments also gave rise to serious
concern, in a wide range of countries located in different parts of the OSCE region.
On the normative side, the year ended with concrete decisions on how to
move the Organization’s work in a number of key areas forward as well as a
reconfirmation of the key principles that underpin the OSCE’s comprehensive
security concept. As the year was marked by growing tensions and the outbreak
of armed conflict, the unanimous renewal of the participating states’ commitment
to human rights and democracy was an important signal that, despite the recent
strains, they intend to remain a community of shared values. The credibility of
this claim will depend on whether the participating states will muster the political
will to overcome current divisions and live up to the standards they have set for
themselves.
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